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AHI

3

Line(s)
101-102

Current Text
For prescription and over-the-counter new animal drugs, the
applicant must submit at the time of initial dissemination one
set of specimens of mailing pieces and other labeling.

Comments/Questions
We suggest adding “all” before the word “prescription” to read:
For all prescription and over-the-counter new animal drugs, the
applicant must submit at the time of initial dissemination one set of
specimens of mailing pieces and other labeling.*
*Please note that Form 2301 requests 2 sets of specimens and should be
updated to reflect the requirements.

AHI

5

195-199

AHI

6

218-220

FDA recommends that a firm submit to the Agency on Form
FDA 2253 or Form FDA 2301 specimens of the interactive
promotional media being used on the firm-owned or firmcontrolled venue (e.g., blog, message board, or chat room),
as described below in Section V. FDA recognizes that firms
may be submitting both firm-generated and independent
UGC on Form FDA 2253 or Form FDA 2301 as both firmgenerated and independent UGC may be dispersed
throughout the interactive promotional venue.
At the time of initial display, a firm should submit in its
entirety all sites for which it is responsible on Form FDA
2253 or Form FDA 2301. For example, the firm should
submit the comprehensive static product website with the
addition of the interactive or real-time components.7

We would like clarity on what constitutes a specimen – is FDA
looking for screenshots or links?

What is the desired format for something that is “archivable” and
able to be viewed the “same as the end user”?

7

AHI

6

246-249

It is preferable for the firm to submit the interactive or realtime communications in an archivable format that allows
FDA to view and interact with the submission in the same
way as the end user (e.g., working links). Alternatively, firms
should submit screen shots or other visual representations.
Once every month, a firm should submit an updated listing
of all non-restricted sites for which it is responsible or in
which it remains an active participant and that include
interactive or real-time communications. Firms need not
submit screenshots or other visual representations of the
actual interactive or real-time communications with the
monthly updates.

Once every month is excessive for animal health. We propose
quarterly unless there is a change to a site or additional or
deletion of sites.
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Line(s)
253-254

258-259

261-263

263-265

Current Text

Comments/Questions

Multiple sites and the corresponding documents can be
submitted with a single Form FDA 2253 or Form FDA 2301.

Is the firm required to submit one form for each site or a Form
FDA 2301 for every single product on the site?

The appropriate FDA center (CDER, CBER, or CVM) should
be informed via general correspondence on the first day the
firm ceases to be active on a site.

4. However, if a site has restricted access and, as such,
FDA may not have access to the site, a firm should submit
all content related to the discussion (e.g., all UGC about the
topic), which may or may not include independent UGC, to
adequately provide context to facilitate the review.

Screenshots or other visual representations of the actual
site, including the interactive or real-time communications,
should be submitted monthly on Form FDA 2253 or Form
FDA 2301.

If submissions are for the site and not individual NADA numbers,
what NADA number should a firm use?
We propose changing “on the first day” to “within 30 days of the
firm ceasing to be active on a site” to read:
The appropriate FDA center (CDER, CBER, or CVM) should be
informed via general correspondence within 30 days of the firm
ceasing to be active on a site.
We suggest changing “may” to “does” to read:
4. However, if a site has restricted access and, as such, FDA
does not have access to the site, a firm should submit all content
related to the discussion (e.g., all UGC about the topic), which
may or may not include independent UGC, to adequately provide
context to facilitate the review.
Once every month is excessive for animal health. We propose
quarterly unless there is a change to a site or addition or deletion
of sites.

